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Abstract—a new VLC-based algorithm for video decoding 

system is introduced. This Self-grouping algorithm is developed 
to reduce bit streams needed to decode symbol data. In addition 
the proposal can be merged with all Huffman table-based VLC 
systems, such as MPEG-2, H.264, for multi-mode video decoding 
applications. Simulation results show about 73% in Huffman-
based table size can be reduced compared to the state-of-the-art 
design [9]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
For the application of VLC-based video decoding systems, 

the Huffman encoding skill is well known for one of the 
shorter code length in lossless high-compression applications. 
It is used in most image, video coding standards, such as JPEG, 
MPEG-2 [1], and H.264 [2], etc. The idea is to assign shorter 
codewords to the more frequent symbols, and vice versa. Its 
compression result is very close to the entropy coding. 
Specifically, if the minimum codeword length is Lmin and the 
maximum codeword length is Lmax, then they conform to the 
following function:  
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)(nP ：Using probability in codeword length n. 

The VLC decoding processes look up the table combined 
with source symbols and variable length codewords, such as 
the tables B1~B15 in MPEG-2 standard. If the table is 
characterized by leading-0, it results in many zeros after 
Huffman encoding. These zeros become the bottleneck for 
VLC-based systems since they need to store more bits to 
provide the identification of symbol mapping. 

In existing designs, several categories of VLC decoder 
have been proposed, such as CAM-, RAM-based designs [3]-
[9]. However, the CAM-based designs require high cost to 
store all possible patterns while the RAM-based design is 
suitable for programmability. 

Furthermore, more and more researchers pay lots of 
attention about the merged method in variable length code. 
Hence, how to merge the tables of MPEG-2 and H.264 is a 
key point in reducing memory size and the corresponding 
power consumption. In this paper, we present an algorithm 
that not only reduces the memory size but also easily merges 
with VLC systems. This algorithm has been applied to H.264 

and MPEG-2 VLC tables to reduce the table size. After using 
Self-grouping algorithm, there will appear many identical 
Clusters, and it will be merged easily by combining these 
Clusters. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, a 
Self-grouping algorithm is described by using leading-0 case. 
Moreover, how to combine the same Clusters for H.264 and 
MPEG-2 is also described. Section 3 shows the  hardware 
block diagram of merged VLC and CAVLC tables. Section 4 
exhibits the simulation results and concluding remarks are 
made in Section 5. 
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Fig. 1: A variable length code in the standard of MPEG-2 and H.264. 

II.  SELF-GROUPING AND TABLE-MERGING ALGORITHM 
In this section, we describe the Self-grouping and Table-

merging algorithm. Two points are described: First is the Self-
grouping algorithm. It means that the information of grouping 
exists naturally in the Huffman tree. By using this algorithm, 
the information stored to identify the symbols can be reduced 
in those video standards. Second, there will have remainder 
Clusters after grouping the Huffman-based table. Therefore, 
we employ a Table-merging algorithm to reuse the Clusters 
for further reducing the bit numbers. 

A.   Self-grouping Algorithm for Leading-0’s Case 
As shown in Fig. 1, it is a leading-0’s case. There are two 

steps in this algorithm. 1) We use front zeros in a bit stream to 
act as grouping information. For example, if the bit stream is 
0000 0001 1110, it means that it is group6 in leading-0’s case. 
2) There is a trigger signal “1” to demarcate the group and 
information signals after the zeros. The information that must 
be stored to identify the symbol is only “1110 00” for 
6bit/word RAM-based design. The group and trigger signals 
are unnecessary to be stored, because they only provide the 
group and stop signal. In this case, the original data is 0000 
0001 1110 and becomes only 1110 00 to identify the symbol 
now. As a result, 8 bits are saved. Considering an example in 
Fig. 1, the table size is totally 81 bits. After using the Self-
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grouping algorithm, there are only 42 bits needed to store. 
Hence, 48.15% of table size is reduced for RAM-based 
designs. By the same way, the leading-1’s case has similar 
situations. 

 (a)                                                                  (b) 
Fig. 2: (a) Variable length code and (b) the Huffman tree of variable 

length code. 

B.   Table-merging algorithm of VLC and CAVLC 
In this sub-section, how to merge the VLC and CAVLC by 

using the expanded Huffman tree is described. The different 
methods to analyze the merging techniques are used. To 
understand how it works, the nouns and properties of Trunk, 
Cluster, and Basic Cluster will be defined first. As shown in 
Fig. 2, it is the variable length code and the associated 
Huffman tree. The nouns and properties are defined as follows: 

● Trunk: 

1) Trunk is the group information or the stop signal. 
In Fig. 2 (b), it is the thick line. 

● Cluster: 

1) Cluster is the set of grouping remainder bit stream 
after using the Self-grouping algorithm. In Fig. 2 
(b), it is drawn within dotted lines. (Clusters0~3) 

2) The set of Clusters of all tables is defined byV . 

3) The properties of Cluster are defined as follows 
( u , v ,and w  are Clusters, and 1α = − ): 

a).  ,u v V u v V∀ ∈ → + ∈  

b).  ,u v V u v v u∀ ∈ → + = +  

c).  , , ( ) ( )u v w V u v w u v w∀ ∈ → + + = + +  

d).  Null V Null u u Null u∃ ∈ → + = + =  

e).  ( ),  ( )u V u u u Null∀ ∈ → ∃ − + − =  

f).  u V u u uα α∀ ∈ → = = −  

● Basic Cluster: 

1) Different Basic Clusters are different from their 
configurations, i.e. in Fig. 2, Basic Cluster 
0 ≠ Basic Cluster 1. 

2) The same Clusters are the same Basic Cluster, i.e. 
Cluster 0=Cluster 1=Cluster 2=Basic Cluster 0 
shown in Fig. 2 (b). 

3) The Basic Clusters must be satisfied that no other 
Basic Clusters can be replaced by each other. That 
is to say, they satisfy with the set of S (S= { 1x , 

2x , …, nx }| ix ∈Cluster, i =1~n). Moreover, the 
set of Basic Clusters are the base of S. It satisfies 
the Cluster matrix equation (2). For example, the 
variable length code of Fig. 2 is substituted by 
equation (2). How to find the Basic Clusters is 
shown in Fig. 3.  

 The leading1’s case is similar to the leading0. 
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Fig. 3: An example for finding Basic Clusters. 

B.1) Expanding the Huffman tree of VLC and CAVLC 
Fig. 4 is a part of tableB-15 in MPEG-2 and its Huffman 

tree. Some Basic Clusters are drawn by the dotted line. 

Fig. 5 is a part of table 9-5 (2 ≤  nC <  4) in H.264 and its 
Huffman tree shown in Fig. 5 (b). The Basic Cluster is drawn 
by a dotted line. 

                     
(a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 4: (a) A part of table B-15 in MPEG-2 standard and (b) its Huffman 
tree. 
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(a)          (b) 

Fig. 5: (a) A part of table 9-5 of H.264 standard and (b) its Huffman tree. 

 
Fig. 6: The implementation hardware block diagram of merged VLC and 

CAVLC tables. 

B.2) Merging the Basic Clusters of VLC and CAVLC    
Merging the Basic Clusters can be applied to intra-table. 

After applying the Self-grouping algorithm, the table in every 
standard has the identical Basic Cluster. For example, Fig. 4(a) 
is a part of table B-15 in MPEG-2 standard. In the Huffman 
tree shown in Fig. 4(b), the Trunk is marked as the thick line. 
There is no need to store the data in the Trunk. Some identical 
Basic Clusters are marked as a dotted line. The same Basic 
Clusters are combined with one Basic Cluster. After applying 
Self-grouping algorithm and combining the same Basic 
Clusters, the table of Fig. 4(a) originally is 52 bits. It only 
needs 10 bits to decode the correct symbol for 8bits RAM 
(2bits/word) that store Basic Cluster information and 2bits 
RAM (1bits/word) that links group and Basic Cluster 
information, leading to save 80.77% table size.  

Furthermore, combining the same Basic Clusters is applied 
to both intra-table and inter-tables in the same standard. It 
saves more bits needed to store. 

It can also combine the Basic Clusters in intra-table and 
inter-tables of two different standards. From above 
descriptions in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 5(b), not only VLC tables but 
also CAVLC tables have same Basic Clusters. Hence, we can 
use one Basic Cluster to merge the tables.  

III. PROPOSED  HARDWARE 
       As shown in Fig. 6, the hardware block diagram of merged VLC 
and CAVLC is presented. Here, the leading0’s case is introduced. 
Moreover, the thick and dotted lines imply the data and control bus 
respectively. Its decoding action is introduced and listed as below: 

 
Fig. 7: The highest in Basic Cluster of leading0’s case. 

 

 
Fig. 8: The HDL Code of Parallel Detector of Zeros/Ones Counter. 

 

1) When the bit stream passes through bit stream 
buffers, it uses 16 bits in a parallel manner to 
compare the group information. 

2) Then both leading0_bitstream_basic_cluster and 
leasing0_group signals are generated.  

3) Decoded symbols can be decided by the 
leading0_group, table_select and 
leading0_bitstream_basic_cluster signals through 
Codeword Mapping Grouping Symbol Memory 
(CMGSM) unit. 

4) The table_select controls Zeros/Ones Counter to 
deal with the bit stream of no stop signal existing in 
one codeword in one table at most. (The “1” and 
“11” of MPEG-2 table B-14 are exclusive) 

5) The leading1’s case is similar to the leading0’s 
case. 

The bus width of leading0_bitstream_basic_cluster is 5 bits, 
because the highest Basic Cluster for leading0’s case is 5 bits 
long as shown in Fig. 7. It results in the CMGSM (Leading0) 5 
bits width. 

      In Fig. 8, the Zeros/Ones Counter determines the leading0 
or leading1 by the code in line 2 and N. The line 5 and 10 
determine the group and Basic Cluster of bit stream. 
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Fig. 9: The codeword comparison of reference [9] and proposal. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 
In Table I, the primitive bits Num. uses 16bit/word RAM. 

Moreover, Self-grouping algorithm and combining Basic 
Clusters use 414 bits and 34 bits for MPEG-2 leading 0 and 1. 
Furthermore, there are 379 bits link memory needed. 
Additionally, H.264 is similar to MPEG-2. It shows our 
proposal only uses 827 bits to store the decoding information 
for MPEG-2 and 1004 bits for H.264. 

Fig 9 is the comparison between Shieh et al. [9] and our 
proposal. 827 bits can be achieved to decode the correct 
symbol for VLC. However, their design [9] is 3074 bits (i.e. 
(Group information of MPEG-2) x 29=106 x 29). Hence, 
73.10% is reduced. 

As shown in Fig. 10, proposal A applies Self-grouping and 
Table-merging algorithm to VLC and CAVLC in intra-table 
and inter-tables respectively, 1831 bits are needed to store 
both VLC and CAVLC tables. However, it is only 1576 bits 
needed by using the proposed algorithm (proposal Ⅱ ) in 
merging two standards, where 13.93% of table size can be 
further reduced. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a new algorithm to reduce the bit numbers 
needed to decode the symbol data in the VLC-based video 
decoding systems has been proposed. After applying the Self- 
grouping algorithm and combining the same Basic Clusters, it 
can reduce the bit numbers needed to decode correct symbols. 
Simulation results show that about 13.93% of VLC and 
CAVLC tables can be reduced. Besides, the 73.10% of table 
size is reduced compared to the existing design [9] for MPEG-
2. 

VLC
(827 bits)

CAVLC
(1004 bits)

Bits Num.

Proposal 

Merging 
VLC & 
CAVLC

1831

1576 13.93%

Proposal 

1000

Proposed Ⅰ： Apply Self-grouping and Table-merging to VLC and
                    CAVLC in inter-table & intra-tables respectively

Proposed Ⅱ： Apply Self-grouping and Table-merging to VLC and
CAVLC in inter-table & intra-tables

500

 
Fig. 10: The codeword comparison of proposal Ⅰ and proposal Ⅱ 
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TABLE I.  CODEWORD COMPARISON OF BIT NUMBERS 

 Primitive 
bits Num. 

(X) 
(N x 16 bits 

RAM) 

Self-grouping algorithm & 
combining Basic Clusters  

(Y) 

Saving

(X-Y)/X 

MPEG-
2 

(Table 
1~15) 

7184 bits 
(=449x16bits)

827 bits 
(=414bits+34bits+379bits) 

88.49 % 

H.264  
(Table 
9-5~9-

10) 

8448 bits 
(=528x16bits)

1004 bits 
(=150bits+248bits+606bits)

88.12 % 
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